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Become the go-to substitute teacher that every school district is searching for. Ask any school

administrator: a top-notch substitute teacher is golden, and this book gives you the Midas touch.

Substitute Teaching from A to Z is a one-stop resource, whether youâ€™re a full-timer, just breaking

in, or starting out as a career educator. Reinforced with true life tales from real substitute teachers

and the stories of how they solved their biggest challenges, this book is a comprehensive guide

written by a veteran teaching expert who specializes in training subs. You'll learn insider tricks on

how to: Show school administrators you have the right stuff for the job Choose the most appropriate

grades, subjects, and school districts for you Forge great relationships with everyone you work with

Land the best classroom assignments Face a new class with confidence Maintain discipline, work

without a lesson plan, and much more
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I bought this hoping I would get a good amount of actual activities and games I could do easily with

kids, and print out without all the long, drawn out stories. One of the things that the author advises to

do is to go in early before your day starts to get ready. That is unrealisted unless you live in a small

town where everyone knows you because especially nowadays, most schools are locked up until

about 30 mins before school starts, and even then you have to buzz in and no one will let you in

right away because they do not know you. Schools where I work require you to sign in the front

office, and then you have to wait until the secretary or janitor is ready while they are doing 10 other

things in the shuffle of activity, to escort you to your assigned classroom. Then, you are lucky if you



actually have 10 mins or so to find the sub plans if you are lucky enough to have a neat, organized

teacher you are subbing for. Forget making copies, because you won't have any time, you will have

to spend your own money to make copies of stuff to do for up to 30 kids which can get costly. And

then there are the small details she left out like how many times kids will say, my teacher does it this

way, every little thing like pencil sharpening, bathroom breaks, etc etc etc can be really frustrating

and she does not really address this. Also, the school office will expect your attendance to be taken

before a certain time twice a day for state purposes, and handed in by a certain time or else, so you

better ask for that folder from the office. Also, she does not address the span of horribly messy

teachers to extremely neat teachers' classrooms you will have to teach in, and trying to find their

stuff that the admin may want you to use is stressful.
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